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CENTS

PRESIDENT
APPROVES
· · --Xavier · University ·will take the
lead among local universities October
15; ·on discussing issues concerning the
Vietnam War.

After President O'Connor's ratili~
cation of the Vietnam Moratorium
Proposal, Xavier became the first
and only school to officially drop
classes on October 15, in order to
involve the University in a "Community Day of Awareness."

Mr. Rldlanl OrlllOIMI ~die N, lrelud Crilll at laR weells FAST tall.

Irish Riots Discussed
The conlinuing series of FA.S.T.
talks presented this past Friday to
interested .students and faculty Mr.
Richard H. Ormond, President of the
Irish Organizations of eincinnati arid
.National Director of the Ancient Order
of Hibernians. Mr. Ormond spoke on
"The Crises in Northern Ireland."
Mr. Ormond: a native of Ireland,
visited his ·homeland just this past
summer. He is very familiar with
what he · believes are the true causes
of the major problems existing in
Northern Ireland today. ·.

bJ SKIP •ERTKE, News RqMllttr
government.
Going back eight hundred years to
1169, Mr. Ormond gave a short sketch
to the present day of. the struggle of
the people of Ireland for freedom. He.
stated that it 'was the British Parliament which ~·mutilated" Ireland in

Presideqt O'Connor after rendering his decision stated that "as a university we are committed to the free
_examination of all positions on important matters."
Tim Burke, Xavier. Student Body
president stated, "The most significant aspect of the proposal was that
the entire university took part in making the decision, and that they had
pulled together on this issue. He also
hoped that the whole university would
act together in the future on other
university issues.
Ground work for the "Awareness
Day" has already been laid. Influential
speakers from outside Xavier University have been scheduled to speak.
The assistand chairman of the Ohio
Selective Service and Lt. General
Markey of the Air Force will repre. .
·
. .
.

:~!ha~:s ~ep~a: :C-c:11:;i~:~!~:~;· Council

sent pro-Vietnam pos1t1ons. Fr. Bob and 5pm, and classes were not canBegin of the D.C. Nine and John celled for the day. A peace Mass will
Froines, a member of the conspiracy be offered the morning of the 15th.
on trial in Chicago, will speak against
Dr.' William Wester, academic
the war. Fr. Savage and Dr. Fortin, dean at Edgecliff College, said that
members of the Xavier faculty, are free discussion of the Vietnam War
already scheduled to speak on will be allowed in all classes, and a
October 15.
Mass for Peace will be held sometime
Other local colleges and uni- during the day.
versities have attempted to develop
At the College of Mt. SC Joseph,
·some type of Vietnam moratorium all programs for October 15 have
proposal, but their efforts have .not been cancelled. The Mount Student
yet received recommendations from Senate will most. likely take action on
their
perspective
administrations. this cancellation sometime this week.
This leaves Xavier as the only local The college· had previously scheduled
university to have an official day off a "Time Out Day" on October 15,
from classes in order to discuss Viet- with the topic of discussion being
nam issues.
"Revolution and Evolution," but the
At the University of Cincinnati, the administration temporarily suspended
Student Senate by a vote of 24 to I the program.
approved an "Awareness Day" proA. J. Hauselman, acting director
posal exactly the same as Xavier's. of Kentucky's Northern Community
At this senate meeting, Mark Thiron College, said that classes would not
and Tim Burke, upon invitation, spoke ·be cancelled. He pointed out that a
in favor of the proposal, and the final program is being established wheredraft was basically taken word-for- by students may decide whether they
wish to participate in the moratorium
word from the Xavier proposal.
The administration of Thomas day or attend classes. Faculty memMore College approved a program bers may discuss the war in their
featuring speakers with differing classes,. and recognized organizations
views on the Vietnam War. The dis- may sponsor activities in connection
cussions are to be held between 2pm with the "Awareness Day."
.

.

.

Passes Demands

by WILLIAM F. MRKO, Editor-in-Chief
government in command in Northeast
Ireland since 1921. He emphasized that
Xavier's Student Council had its funds would be demanded in order to as to the effectiveness of Jesuits as
in .the "democratic" government second formal meeting on Thursday, give financial support to more black teachers at Xavier. This poll has
of Northeast Ireland you have the October 2. Three major issues were students. These funds come from the already been drawn up and used at
minority ruling over the majority on ~he voting agenda for the meeting: Walsh Scholarship Fund, which already other universitjes. It contains seventyand that there has been no change seating of a student on the Academic is responsible for SI0,000 in black eight questions of a general nature
In opening his talk Mr. Ormond was
in the governing party since the Council, Black demands, and the scholarship money. The second de- concerning the successful results of
quick to point out that the conflict
birth of that country. Mr. Ormond Jesuit effectiveness survey. .
mand asked for a Department of Black Jesuits as teachers.
in Northern Ireland "brings into
As the debate progressed on this
then declared this to be "democracy,
Ralph Watson, senior representa- Studies and a Community Relations
tragic focu~ die unbelievable conBritish style."
tive, brought to the floor the proposal Committee. The details of these pro- issue many members of council
ditions which have existed in Northern
Touching lightly on some. of the for Black demands on the Xavier grams were presented in their initial thought that it was necessary to see
Ireland for the past half century."
the survey before voting on it.-· Other
·
·
f campus ..The demands called r 0 r more stages at the meeting.
•·
He then went on to attack the myth vehicles used m ~he oppression o
the poor in Northern Ireland, Mr. black students and professors on camAfter some debate and Mr. Nally's representatives felt that there might
that the current crisis is just a con- Ormond described the Orange Order. pus. An extra 520,000 in scholarship explanation of how the Walsh Fund be great opposition in the Jesuit comflict between an oppressed Irish
He related "this to be somewhat of a
money is distributed, council passed munity to such a survey. Because of the
Catholic minority and the Irish Prothe.proposal with only two abstentions. opposition and disagreement among
"well bred Ku Klux Klan" which "tertestant majority. Mr. Ormond estab1
Ron Moening, Student Academic council members, the proposal was
lished that the crisis in Northern rorius any of the poor who dare to
raise their heads."
On Sunday, October 5• the Greater Chairman, read a proposal recom- ·tabled.
Ireland is rather a rebellion of the
.
.
. Cincinnati Student Association held its
.
Iiirst meeting
. m
. t he Umvers1
.
'ty Ce nter mendmg that
Concluding his talk, Mr. Ormond
poor of Northern Ireland, both Cath·
. one
. student . be seated.
an f X . Ra Bl h
.
t X . on the Umvers1ty Academic Council
olic and Protestant, for civil rights requested that .the students ·take
f h o av1er.
y us , semor a av1er . h 11 . h
d . .
.
d
m the struggle o t e
d
p 'd · f G C SA · wit a rig ts an priv1 1eges, me1u among which is the right to vote. Thes~ active interest
.
an current res1 ent o
. . ., ·
·
· ·i
· h
·
h
d t d th
f
Th
.
. t mg votmg priv1 eges, m erent m sue
rights are denied to the poor of North- oppressed people . . of Northern Ireland
On October I8, 1969, the Faculty
for
their
civil
rights.
cofn
uc
de
e
mtehe
mog.t
bee
m
a
mMpom
a
seat.
Previous
to
this
year
no
student
ern Ireland by a British supported
.
o agen a was e c o r 15 ora.
.
. .
Wives''
Club of Xavier University will
·
Da A
· th had been seated with votmg privileges.
torium y. ·proposa1 concerning e
hold their traditional Square Dance
Some members of council felt that and· Picnic-Supjler, at the Maple Ridge
day was ·submitted by Tim Burke, Xavier's Student Body President, asking ·it would be difficult to seat one student
Lodge, in Mount Airy Forest.
Monday,_ September 29, saw the can I do?" but ·"Which category of G.C.SA. to encourage and endorse on the committee, but the proposal
The Picnic-Supper will start at
appearance of Chuck Matthei, self- society do I fit into?"
_...
"the various area college and univer- was unanimously passed in the final
6:30 P~. and t.he Square Dance will
Chuck Matthei's free-wheeling life sities' proposals. for free and objective vote.
·styled individualist, at the Pied Piper.
be from 9 to .I I PM.
Matthei was broughU.o. Xavier. through style attests to his statement that "we dialogue on the issue of Vietnam on
Mark Thiron, junior representaReservations will be taken by Mrs.
the efforts of ·senior Greg Haas, who must experiment-be ·tolerant; · allow ·Oc to ber. 15" an d ·to encourage "a II tive, presented a proposal calling for
··· · ",
·
·
· Commumty
· a Jesuit effectiveness survey. The Robert Murray, chairman, and Mrs.
worked with him at the "Peasemaker for the possibility of making-.m!stakes."
mem be rs of t he Ci ncmnall
· ·· · 'h ··area
· students on o cto be r survey would randomly poll students Charles Cusick, co-chairman.
Orientation Program for Non-VioIn preference to intellecttial .pi'1fr~· ·to···· 1om-w1t
Jenee" in North ...!Atrolina this pa~t suits, Matthei likes manual labor, be- 15· m
· givmg
· · voice
· t0 their
· m ult'1-si"ded j," ·• ·:;.:.J ~
. '" - - ·
,,-,....,.
summe~. .
, .
cause it allows "the deepest involve- opinions on \he Vietnam War." The f'.\.. .
«· ., '(~'~
In his ~nfor~al tal.k, Matthe1 set t.he ment in life by doing those jobs which proposal was passed with little oppo- ~r·
tone for later d1scuss1on when he said, . are most essential to life " He views sition.
"We have to allow our personal feelings life as a. vivid extension ·of freedom
The G.C.SA., formed during the
to show t?ro~gh in our relationships." in that "we should .Jive spontaneously'. last academic year, meets every two
Commentmgon techn~lo~y and govern- freely as a matter of personal choice." weeks, and consists of the Student
·
·
Body Presidents and one representament, he asked, "Is II right to spend
billions while 10 thousand people a day
tive from Xavier, University of Cin--i:Xcluding B!ltfra-die of starvation'?"
•
•
•
•
cinnati, Mount St. Joseph, Edgecliff,
In reference to the welfare sys~em, . . Rev. Dr. Morton T. Kelsey .will Thomas M<?re, and the University of
Matthei said it is ~. "~~linquishment be the speaker for the FAST talk on .Kentucky, Northern Extension ...·Aco_f per!ifinal · re~pon!1b1hty fo~ ..our Friday, October 10. His topic will be cording to. Blush, the Association's
fello~ ~uman bemgs. Poverty is not "Jesus, --Plato, and Modern Philoso- · purpose is "the betterment of college .
33 ~1lhon..people, but !,,person demon· phy." Father Kelsey is the author _of students" in the Greater Cincinnati
stratmg his needs to us.
'Tongue Speaking, Dreams and The area providing services to the students
School, which in Matthei's words Dark Speech of the Spirit. Since 1950, .and presenting a unified.voice, repre"lacked a feeling of reality for me," he has been Rector of St. Luke's Epis- senting the college students, to the
prompted him to take a 2500. mile copal Church, Mon.rovia, California; ·Cincinnati Community. Presently the
motorcycle trip through the U.S., and 1969-1970. he was visiting professor Association has five · committees at
Canada. This experience "gave sense on the department of education at Notre· the service· of the various student
of substantial reality to my life." To Dame. He is also known for his lectures bodies: Student Discount Program,
him, college dict~tes ·that "we must on the Church's ministry of healing Common Calendar Committee, Profit into society"-not "Here-lam-what for the School of Pastoral Care.,
.. , , gr111n C~!l1.11Ji!tee, Public Affairs Com- Ario l>uthrie and:- Santana will perform.a concert at the Xavier Fieldhouse on
. . ·.:
.. mittee, anct'the Trav.el Committee.
Sat!J~d.ay, October. 11 .. '. .. . . . . . .
·.. _ . . .
..
.
.
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Matthei Speaks ·out
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E ditt;Jrials

Idealism In
The University.

The American campus today is experiencing a social and
political involvedness which was awakened by a new moral
awareness which was in turn, awakened by our super idealistic
students. This awareness manifests itself in such causes as
black student movements, more student participation in administration, Viet ' Nam moratorium discussions and teach-ins
and µlany others as a sincere revival of Christian and democratic ethics, a step toward the ideal society of man.
We have now progressed so far in striving for this christiop
democratic ideal that we can look upon each other and say we '
are indeed Christians. We can at the same time look upon those
who are pro Viet Nam,' for example, or for academic discipline
and regulation, or for strict entrance examinations, and we
can feel morally justified in ignoring them, or laughing at them,
or condemning them as we choose.
If all men are equal, wtiy should some be denied a college
education because they lack training or intelligence? If we are Commuter Council a voting seat in the student assembly, who
all brothers, how can we possibly justify any war, especially can remember which of last year's candidates made similar
one pitting a people against themselves? How could any war be promises? A candidate's memory in that respect is always just
of worth that allows a political system - one that literally a little shorter than his voter's. Likewise, ii is relatively easy
treats all men -the same and disregards the fact that some to castigate an unresponsive or unproductive party, but well
have ambitions, abilities, problems, and personalities - to neigh impossible for even the informed Muskie voter to ferret
take over an apathetic people? Gosh golly, if the Vietnamese out those individuals upon whose shoulders should rest the
are going to be apathetic about their rights, why should we blame for unfruitful council sessions.
be concernc=d if they have any?
At present many Muskie candidates seem .to prefer to
Xavier is even better than most of these schools because promise only that 'I will do my best,' and. otherwise eschew
our moratorium, (should it come through) will have speakers commitments, with the result that the election process is
from both sides. This will, of course, do·us a lot of good, since based primarily on the personal appeal ·and popularity of the
our idealists will get to hear a lot of other idealists, and the various candidates - not on their positions vis-a-vis campus
estab TotheEdito~:
·
]e views of other moder- issues - and secondarily on high sclwol, city, and dorm affiliates advocating a gradual progression into this ideal society ations. This, in part, explains the rarity of th~ day-hop class
and have the option of ignoring "impractical idealists." What's· officer. On the other hand, as astute council analyst Patty
more, the undecided will get an extra holiday altogether. (Yeah!)_ LaGrange points out, most council members do, in fact, put
Here there are, admittedly, a few difficulties. We naturally forth their best effort, and do try to represent their whole
want to purge our minds of any influences that are not idealistic, class, not just certain segments of it. Patty is opposed to the
therefore we have to shut out any -"voice of experience" which party idea beeause she fears it would limit the variety of view·
tells us that we can change and still: use something from the old points now available fo council.
culture. But then, if we've developed science in ihe last twenty
Nor, needless to say,. does the party system eliminate
years fifty times or better what it was in 1000 A.D., why can't personal appeal, even if it does· tend to reduce /this powerful
we develop human n~ture in twenty years fifty times as fast? factorJto its proper perspective. Party politics admits the posIn reality, it may be a decent and already ideal society if sibility of "power politics." Could a popular Chicago or Detroit
people would listen to each other and respect opinions. It would student "swing" votes to the side of one or another party in return
be decent if the ancients over thirty would appreciate that for a ·~avor" of some sort?
we've learned fast for them, grown up fast for them, and want
Beyond the concerted effort of a party to clarify and define
in return fast results as we are trained to expect. It would be the various aspects of campus problems, and beyond its efforts
decent, too, if we gave a little as far as our time race goes, or to prescribe solutions and carry them through; or simply to
tried to build without grotesque alterations. In any event we bublicize its case, stands.. the individual student's responsihave to have respect for a man.
bility to question or to suppurt. If the real issues of university
JoeCormier and student'govemment are drawn from the dark recesses of
endless committees into the light of public debate, would the
Xavier student arrive at a greater awareness and a more .active,
responsible attitude .toward these important areas? There,
ultimately, is the answer to the feasibility of the campus party
·
system at this university.
The ill-fated Students for a Progressive University (or
DGR
SPU) of vintage '68"-69 raised a number of interesting questions
which remain unanswered-for better or worse. One such question concerns a proposed .. Liberal Party" to unite the SPU
with other reform-minded groups and individuals across
campus and so to boost liberal candidates into student office
UC likes Xavier. And this is not surprising: we make ltC
behind a "common program." Party structure, proponents of look good. When UC's athletic teams are hurting, along come
the idea felt, would add consistency and cohesiveness to reform the cross town· rivals to bols~er spirit. This year, with the Vietefforts. Although the student party system is used on ' iriany nam moratorium, only two weeks away and no proposal before
campuses around the country, its feasibility t~ Xavi~r has never UC's Student Senate on the issue, help was needed. So along
been adequately tested.· · · ·
. · ' ·
come~ old XU, this time in the role-of proyider.
Theoretically, a political party (student or otherwise) is
Xavier's proposal was ready-made, and UC even liked the
a more or less structured coalition of individuals, special wording. Except for a few minor changes-insertion of Univerinter~st groups and other organizations, who hold certain polit- sity of Cincinnati in the proper<places and ·(of course) delition
ical principles, conceptions, and beliefs · in common and act · of the clause suggesting a Mass for Guidance- our proposal
in concert to make these principles government policy. Although. was good enough for UC verbatim. And UC's "own" proposal
many would object to the further 'politicization' of the campus, was good enough for front page news in th~ Enquirer. After
the- party system as such is not fundamentally unsuitable to all, UC had pioneered in local university action for the Vietnam
·studentgovernmentandtheuniversitysituation.
day, hadn't they? Good work, guys.
There are definite· advantages to this system. Individual
. So UC's Day o(Awareness-if it .gets off the. ground-may
campaign promises have a way of fading off into the sunset of resemble Xavier's ·Day of Awareness. It should, becau~e Xavier
the long summer months, never to be seen or heard of again. h{ls planned the day in advance. And Xavier never lets UC down~Evidence: the plethora of progra'1ts, aims, and platforms
·
·
.-DFW
published eac~ spri~g - in time for co~ncil elec~ons! Mean- . _
. Quote or th, ~ee~ . ,
·· ·
while, real umversity problenis go beggu~g year ID, year out. "Rest secure: no cruel militif!·laws_ shall l!,e enact114 t(! _ ravish from thee thyl
In contrast to the unaffiliated-reptelentative, who· often may
on, and to make him serve an unknown·master in his wa;s: to enrich a foreign
have much to gain and little to· lose by. leaving these. campaign land with his carcass, unrelieved in his.pains and agonies, unpitied in his death.
' 1he produce of theJ'' loins shall not feed foreign •wolves and vultures.•
p~omises unfulfilled, the polling power of a party depends on
· ·l
,
_
·
.' . St'. Jean de Crevecoeur, 17821
· its ability to implement effectively. its positions. While it is
Sketches of Eighteenth Century Americaf
refatively. simple to recall that Party X ·promised- to. give the

The Student Party

M-ore Than A Game

·-q

~

Letters
End the War!
Letter to the Editor:
I ran across a statement made by
an Army sergeant which perhaps bears
repeating. He had been questioned
about the political opinions of his men
and said, "The soldiers live in their
holes and are happy if they live through
the next day. If they think at all, it's
about the end of the war and home."
·Because rm a woman and will be
faced with the draft, and decisions it
involves, perhaps I have no right to
speak. The quote made me wonder,
though, how many American soldiers .
have been killed in Viet Nam who
never even bothered to ask WHY.
In hopes that, if nothing else, the
moratorium provokes some whys
before it's too late.
Sincerely,
Marilyn Parks

Moratorium
Reply
On October IS, many universities
the nation will be observing a
National Viet Nam Moratorium, a
day on which there will be no formal
classes held al these institutions. The
pur.,Ose of this day, as suggested by
our Student Council, could be to hold
panel discussions, group sessions ,and
to hear sp~hes by authorities on the
topic of Viet Nam and such valid questions as, "Where is our country
headed?"
To mm1m1ze these problems
would show blindness, but to consider
them and become aware of them would
indicate a search for truth.
Instead of campus demonstrations
and ·revolts, a day set aside for the
re-evaluation and consideration of
our country's policies would seem . lo
be· the educated form of action. In
the past the university has provided
some convocations on such topics as
Viet Nam, but the significance of a
national unified moratorium cannot
be minimized. With. the co-operative
effort of all the universities· of the
country, the .American public could
be made ·fully aware of the concern
that is etched on the people attending
our colleges. The progress of the
Viet Nam War and the course that our
nation. follows is extremely. important
to university life.
-The question arises, whether
Xavier University will join the other
uni~ersities of the COUl)try in Observance of this day. Xavier University
must choose whether it wi.11 remain
a college for- producing Business and
Science majors, . or whether . it bill
becom~. a university ·for graduating
intelligent· men, capable of thinking
and contributing ·to the course that our
nation follows. The solution is· in the
hands of the administrators of this
university and in the students who
genuinely care.' \
Herb Pleiman '71
acr~ss

"
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XU Student Visits Dominican Republic;
Urges Review of U.S.-Latin Policies
Greg Boehm's letter to the XU
News in last week's paper touched on a
very important problem: that of the
present situation in Latin America.
Those of you who took the opportunity
to hear Fr. Art Mellville when he spoke
in Brockman Hall last year will have
some idea· of the seriousness of the
problem.
Perhaps I should give a little background on the trip. I recently_ made a
trip to visit my brother, who is in the
Peace Corps and has been in the Dominican Republic for over a year. I was
in the country for almost two weeks,
and during that time I visited a number
of different parts of the country. Aside
from being somewhat of a vacation, the
trip, l_had hoped, would also be educational and informative for me. Fortunately, I feel, it did prove to be so.
It must be kept in mind that I speak
only from limited _experience - two
weeks spent in just a single country of
Latin America. However, those two
short weeks were enough to make me
realize a few of the basic problems
which Greg touched upon in his letter:
The first is very definitely the lack of
information, knowledge, .and, therefore, concern on the part of the majority
of us .students and of Americans in
general. There are too many generalizations and cliches thrown around by
too many people. The one used most
often is the f6rbidden and horrible
word ..Communist." ·Any dictatorship,
any use of force, suppression, or intervention is justified as long as it is done
in the name ·ofstopping communism in
Latin America. The Dominican Republic is a perfect example of this. For
31 years that country suffered under

the reign of terror of one of the worst course, -justified our invasion and
dictators in Latin American history: eased the consciences of millions of
Trujillo. His reign was cruel, oppres- us Americans as we watched the
sive, and militaristic; and yet the Marines land on the shores of Santo
United States suppoa:t_ed and assisted Domii,go on the Huntley and Brinkley
this government because Trujillo was show.
an avowed anlioi:ommunist.
'
The poverty that you see and exThere was a picture hanging on a perience in the country is overwhelmwall of the Peace Corps Office in the ing. Mothers, fathers, and children
capital showing .the former vice-pres::- are living in conditions which make
ident Richard Nixon (remember? that any kind of human existence all but
was the old Nixon, not the new Nixon), -- impossible. The distribution
of
smiling, with his arm around Trujillo: wealth, land, and power is unbelievThe irony of that picture ca"i{f. really ably lopsided. A small number of
he appreciated unless you coula:under- people are in control of the vast
stand what the word Trujillo means lei majority. The government of the
the people of that country. Then it is country is committed to the status
not too hard -to understand ·the bitter quo, is determined to keep. the present
anti-Cmerican sentiment that is preva- situation as it is; and, not surprisingly,
lent there, or to understand why four the United States government is suppeople were killed in the violence that porting and maintaining thos in power.
erupted when Rockefeller visited the
To return once again to Greg's
country on a "fact-finding" mission. letter, I would like to comment that Incidentally, the Peace Corps volun- you cannot talk about "the problem
teers there sent a telegram to Rockeof Latin America" or the
feller asking him, in the best interests "situation. . . in Latin America."
of the people and td avoid loss of life, The problems are many, and complex,
to cancel his trip to the Dominican and they vary with each situation. Each
Republic.
country in Latin America 'is different.
One other extremely important However, Greg made a very good point
event which has influenced and helped when he mentioned "the fundamental
continue to
shape the present state of affairs was issues which
the '65 Revolution and the involvement permeate our foreign policy." In- this
of the United States in this (we call it . area I would very highly recommend
intervention, the Dominicans call it a critical evaluation of the political,
invasion). In the name of Freedom and economic, and military policies of our
Democracy _(can be used interchange- country in dealing with the Latin Amerably with Anti-Communism), we sent lean countries. It would be good for
in 30,000 troops and suppressed_ a just all Americans to learn and understand
and popular revolution of the people. our position and role in the many
The American Press had branded it a problems facing our Latin American
communist overthrow, which, of brothers.

YD's Draw Up Bill- To Treat
It's not just - the junkies on the
street. It's your roommate, your boss,
your doctor, your mother. It's amphetamines, it's speed, it's barbitliates,
it's horse (heroin) and hash. It's curiosity, it's e5cape, it's ignorance, it's
sometimes a sickness. It's also
everywhere.
In February of last year, the
Xavier-Edgecliff Young Dems reali7.ed the problem of drugs, their
seriousness, and their ubiquity.
The concern was manifested in the
creation of the Issues Committee,
which was created to investigate the·
drug problem and hopefully to offer
some solutions. The committee was
chaired by Mike Ford, who received
help from many, including Johp Carroll, Fred Petz, and Susan Faharenbach (Edgecliff). The majO!' concern
of the Committ was to create a comprehensive approach to the problem.
This was decided on the basis of 8
months of research, investigation and
interviews.' Statistics borrowed from
Federal Drug addict 'treatment cent~rs
certainly lent to this conclusion. The
two federal hospitals in Lexington and
Fort Worth could only claim a 4% cure
rate. In other words 96% of those treated
returned to their habit within 4 months
of their release. Once the addicts were
treated at the Federal Hospital, they
were released back into society, without job training, and no after care. It
was also discovered that people were
asking questions and not receivina
qualified answen _;_ especially the
young people.
·-The _Iuuea· Committee drafted a
Bill which established a Narcotic Addiction Treatment and Preventio'1 Commiuion, which wu given the duties of
public education of old and )'oung, t_reatmcnt of drug troubled individuals -ranaing from the hospital treatment
of the addicts physiological problem,
to his follow-up care in the community.
The Commiuion also would be responsible for c0nducting research on various drugs and narcotics, for both good
and bad effects. The Commiuion
would also maintain Community Centen where treatment and follow-up
care could be administered as well
a1 the dissemination of pertinent information to anyone that wants to know.
These community centen would also

be. provided with the facilities for
treating an overdose of any given drug
that is liable to abuse. Jlehond this
particular legislation, the Committee
is suggesting an amendment to the
present Ohio Drug Law in relation
to punitive measures issued. The
amendment proposes that the penalty
for first offenders charged with marajuana ·possession be given probation
without -conviction, second offenders
be charged with a misdemeanor. The
amendment would further provide for
that the penalty for possession of LSD,
speed and other halucinagens as well
as unprescribed barbituates, be a felony. Presently, the penalties are reversed, which seems unreasonable in
relationship lo the physiological effects
of the two.
Recently the Attorney General of
Ohio (Brown)_ stated with some alarm
that the drug problem in Ohio has
become appaling, especia,lly ,aptong,
the youth. To be sure~ this 'is
impressive advance in the social- awareness of the present administration,
and if this deviation from tradition
continues, there is a good possibility
that some action will be taken in this
matter. __ The Ohio State Legislature
would do well to take note of this legislation, even though it may -be a- break
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"WHERE THE SWINCINC
SINCLES MINGLE"

6541 MONTGOMERY ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45213
PHONE:

•

731-8698

MUSIC
•

DANCING
•

DRINKS

SEVEN NIGHTS TIL 2:30 A.M.
HOT PIZZA . . . SANDWICHES
YOU MUST BE 21

Steinberg's •mmi

Spotlights
Stripes

Problem

from a time-honored custom. That
custom being, putting things off that
might cost the tax-payers more money,
, (regardless of their merit). C.L.Miller

J>-R R US ff
-Xavier's P/R Company G-1, affiliated with the National Society of
Pershing Rifles, began this year's
activities bysparticipating in the
annual "Meet The Military Night"
September 18th and initiating its
Pledge Program on the 24th.
Last year, the P/R's won over
fifteen trophies in drill meets at
Purdue, University of Dayton, Ohio
State, University of Kentucky and the
National P/R meet in Cleveland. Xavier's Exhibition Platoon is ranked
in the top three nationally.
Company Commander Frank Hyle
(70), who commanded last year's IDR
Platoon, says that G~t's- main project
this' qu~rter will be the · eight week
Pledge Program. During this period
new members will ce · accepted and
trained in the fraternal, social and
military aspects of the Society. The
program will end November 14 with
initiation of new members and participation on the 15th in the annual Pledge
Drill Meet in Lexington, Kentucky.

.
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417

Calhou~

811-8341

DANCING NIGHTLY 'TILL 2:30 A. M.,
NO COVER WED.- OR THUR. NITE
WEDNESDAY
80Tl'.LE BEER NIGHT

DO YOUR THING AT
CJUFF'S

l

VAN HEUSEN®

DUFF'S
331

P111 Tllr11

-

GOOD FOOD a FUN ANYTIME -

Fashion highlight: a traditional shirt with
new stripe excitement. Van Heusen's "417"
, stripe .shirt is designed with handsome Brooke
collar that can be worn with and without pin,
smart 2-button cuff detail in permanently
pressed Vanopress'" 65% Dacron* polyester,
35% cotton. $7.50
• D11Porr1 "II· I.In.

.•

FREE PARKING!
CHARGE ITI
Open Mon., Thurs. la

_.:.Fri. Eves. Till 9
PHONE 631-3283

4748 MONTGOMERY RD. NORWOOD
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I Had Him Down

Marunski

•

Officials Hinder Play
By JOHN PRICE
Those who have seen the past three ·classics have come to expect the
unexpected. It's no surprise to see a fumble, interception, blocked kick, or
a penalty turn apparent victory into disheartening defeat whenever Xavier·
meets the Cincinnati Bearcats.
The 26th annual clash of the focals appeared to be the exception of recent
years as the clock passed the two minute mark of the final quarter.
The stalwart X.U. defense had just to turn back the Bearcats one final time.

1

The big play had belonged to the Muskies all evening as key tackles by Vic
Nolting, Jerry Mouch, and Mike Murphy thwarted U.C. drives throughout
the night.
Dale Marunski had seemed to have made the biggest play of all when he
Dung Bearcat quarterback Jim Ousley to the ground near midfield. But · a
mysterious call moved the bllll back downfield.
"I had him down; he never got the ball off. I don't know how they could
call pass interference," shouted Marunski. He then lost the words to express
his disgust.
"The initial call was pass interference, but when Ousley didn't throw it
the call had to be defensive holding," said coach Irv Etier. He took the loss
harder than anyone.

•

•

•

The ball was now on the 34-yard line of Xavier and like a bolt of lightning
on a sunny day the unexpected str~k. Denny Jackson broke open in the Muskie
secondary and was an easy target for an 0'!_Sley touchdown toss.
- Ntws (John Payne) Photo
TAYLOR MADE
For the second straight year Xavier was on the short end of a 17-14 score.
Before these lat-minute antics by the Bearcats, veteran Muskie defensive Bearcat fullback Jessie Taylor picks up yarda1e as tl&ht end Bruce Bertholf prepares to pick off Muskie linebacker
·
back Gene Ottln& appeared for all the world to be the man of the hour. Tony DelVecbio.
"I thought we had them," remarked Otting shaking his head in disbelief.
If it looked as though the Muskies did have "them" it was all due to Otting's
legs.
With X.U. trailing 10-7 in the third quarter, Gene fielded one of Denny
. Rhoads' distant punts on the Muskie 26 and dashed untouched to the'end zone.
By CHUCK QUINN
"I think they were looking for a return on the right side," recalled Gene.
THE· SHOUTS and cheers coming did indeed reflect the preparation that
"All our returns this year have been to the right side.
"Everybody must have hit a man on that one. I think Buddy Jackson got from the UC locker room indicated had gone into the game. The 175 yards
the Bearcat jubilation of their victory. in penalties would bC disheartening
Rhoads."
The silence of the musketeer locker for any team. The XU F.ootballers
room_ sp.oke for itself.
hung in there all
the . way .
All the Muskie fans felt the same.
It could be best summed up in the
IF IT HAD not been for the
It was Rhoads' open-field tackle' that prevented Otting from breaking a words of XU 'mentor Irv Etier, "I Illegal use of the hands penalty, Butch
was proud of the way.we played, I was
punt return all the way earlier in the game. ·
Otting would have been the hero of the
"I think the distance of his punts (42.6 avg.) helped me a lot," remarked proud of the way we coached and we game. It was his ,74 yard touchdown
Gene. "He gave our linemen a chance to block for me, and be made his own did not deserve the outcome of the with a UC punt that put Xavier into the
game." Many more· remarks could
linemen run further down the field.
lead. During the past week at practice
be heard as the Musketeer fans walked
"That game was something; it gave me my biggest thrill and my biggest . to their cars. (Most of them unprintable.) the coaches bad put In a special punt
return for UC. This return worked
disappointment. We had been pointing to this one for over a year. Coach Etier
as Ottln1 returned 4 punts for 103
told us a year ago that we had to win it." •
KEN KERLEY, who stood out yards. Otting 1ave the credit to his
It was on the ground that the Xavier offense was concentrated as the Muskies
at linebacker during the game, said blockers for the TD return by saying, piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;::;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;=::;
continually ran at U.C. tackles Bobby Bell and Mike Miller.
"We didn't lose the game but the refs "It's nice running punt returns when
"We ran mostly at Miiier," said offensive lineman Mike Herr sorely gave it to them. Everybody gave a there is nobody around."
recallin1 his many encounters with the 250-pound Bearcat.
good effort, everyone played 100%.
•
"We wanted to play a ball control game," said senior guard Jerry Pitca- I feel bad especially for the coaches.
THE
SCOREBOARD
read UC 17,
vage. Their success can be attested to by the·filct that the Muskies ran 73 Our record doesn't show how much
XU 14, but the physical beating that
time
and
effort
that
they
put
in
not
plays to the Bearcats 57.
, only for this game but for all of them." the Bearcats took does say who played
harder. Anyone who was at Nippert
Stadium last Saturday night could say
THE WAY the Muskies played who deserved to win ..
With Dale Mutryn, Ray Baur, and Ivy Williams grinding out the yardage,
:he Muskies took a 7~ lead in the second quarter.·
Dave Meyers carried the ball over \lofter Williams had dove to the one-foot
line.
·'
!
·CINCINNATI ·XAVIER'
"I thought Ivy was in the first time,'' said Mutryn expressing. everyone's
18
15
FIRST DOWNS·····································································:··························
disenchantment with the offiCials.
By Rushing ..........................••........•.......•••.•.......•............•.....••.........
,9
7
. By Passing ..............•..................••..................••.....•••...•........•......•••...
5
5
..They were tryln& to keep the pme from gettln& out of hand," said Ottln1.
. By Penalty .•••....................................••.......... :................................. .
6
"There were at least three .calls,
thoup,
that
weren't
explained
to
us."
•
.
.
t
Running Play• Atiempted ................................................................:......•
39
56
As for Etier the only satisfaction was to be found in his· team's effort'. "I
Gross Y1rds Rushing ............................................................................... .
155
159
Yards Lost Rushing ................................................................................. .
was reaily pn11Jd of the way the boys played,'' 'stated the X.U. 111entor. "They
34
57
did everything we asked them to do."
NET YARDS GAINED RUSHING ................................................................. .
131
102
Black and White
·
Etier was one of the few who didn't feel that the Muskies had a secure grasp NET YARDS .GAINED PASSING····························:_-: •••..• .'••..'..,.: ••.•.••. ;;....••..•.
152
71
on the game. "I've lea111ed that you're never safe against Cincinnati; there
Pa111e• Attempted ........................................................................... .
18
17
..Pa•se•Completed ....................................:.:............... ."•.....•.......••..... ·
10
are too many people who can take it away from you."
~
with plaatlc frline 94 ($7.95 value)
P..ses Had Intercepted ........................•.•.••••...•~.; •.••....•••••...............
0
0
Send 1ny bl1ck & whit• or color photo
As to whether it would be difficult to get the team up for the rest of the
up to 8" x 10" (no n111t1v11) 1nd tht ·
.
season, Etier was very blunt: .. No. They're not that type of team. They know
n1rn1 "Swln1Hn1" cut from 1ny
TOTAL PLAYS (Rushing ind Pa .. ing).................................................. .
57
73
Swln1lln11hlpltr or 1t1pl1 r1flll PIClllP
that they deserved to win. They'll be ready to play next week."
to: Piilttr·M1rt, P.O. &Ox 165,

175 Yards In Penalties

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• • •

FIN·AL ST ATISTICS

s2

L~; ~afu~· Poster only

.

Xavier battles Ohio University at Athens Saturday.

·TOTAL OFFJ'NSE·.......................................................................................... .

283.

173

PUNT AVERAGE ......................... :.................................................................. .

42.6

33.0

Number of Punts ................................................................ ;...•......••

Muskie Morsels
Former Xavier coach ·f.AI Illes
attended the UC-XU "screw". The
assistant New Orleans Saint coach
was passing through town . . • Also
in attendance was All-American Jolla
Sldnnen who reported that he will be
. able to play for the Saints in two weeks.
Sldaaen was hurt in the College AllStar game against the New York Jets
. . . A bus, carrying the freshman
players, broke down after the game

. , , .. ,. ~~ . M~P'tnl•·. eommeilt!ng

.·.•.·.-::. ,·,\,'.'1'. ,l,',•:,·,·.·::

.

on

·the fans behavior this year, "The fans
were very g~. There were no gro11i·
ties. After the pme, as the dejected
playen took the long walk to the dress. ing room, I was proud to see the Xavier
fans give them a standins ovation in
appreciation of a job well done" . . .
Qne of.those dejected fans, lrad Rider,
slumped over a table at Dana Garden,
tried to console · bis hurt feelings by
fraterniiing with a lovely lass, Mary
Jean.

Wood1id1, N. Y. 11377. EnclOMCllh,
chick or mon11t order (no C.O.D. 's) In
the •mount of $2.00 tor llCll blow-up: ·
S4.00 for blow-up incl fr1rn111 llloWn.
A4fl Hiii tlX whirl 1ppllC1blt. Orilinal
mmr111 mul'lllcl und1m11ect. Sltl1f1C·

10

~nll had Blocked .••••................••.•.••....••••. .'......•.••••••...•.••.•.••••..•....•

0

0

YARDS PENALIZED .......................................................................................

97

175

Number of Pen1ltie• .......................................................................

.12

17

NUMBER Of FUMBLES....•...••••....•......•....••....•...••.••..••....•.•••••••.•••.•.••.•••••.••••.

3

3

tlon IUll'llltetd. Allow 30 dtp for dllivllY·

THE

GREAT

IWINGUNE

FUMBLES LOST•.... ;......................................................... ,•••.•...••••..••••••..........•
RUNBACK YARDAGE ..................................................................... ,............. .
(punt11nd interception•)
XAVIER ·
CINCINNATI
Xavier Clncy Cincy Xavier Cincy -
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7
0

0

0

10

Myer• I run (Huber kick)
Taylor I run (O'Brien kick)
FG 22 O'Brien Otting 74 punt return (Huber kick)
Jack.llOn 34 p••• from Ousley (O'Brien kick)
.. . .. . .. .
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Big Al Says:

D~d

Everything Asked
By AL JACOBS
_ How tough is a tough s_chedule? ! !

I. MIAMI (3-0) did not play.
2. BUFFALO (2-2) lost to Kent State 17-8.
3. KENT STATE (3-1) defeated Buffalo 17-8.
4. CINCINNATI (2-1)_ defeated Big X 17-14.
5. OHIO U. (1-1-1) lost to Toledo 34-9.
6. VILIANOVA (4-0) defeated Santa Clara 57-8.
7. DAYTON (0-4) lost to Louisville 24-17.
8. QUANTICO MARINES-no schedule available.
9. TOLEDO (3-1) defeated Ohio U. 34-7.
10. TEXAS WESTERN (2-0) did not play.

MYERS PIANNING

Dave, who replaced the injured Jerry
Buckmaster at quarterback two weeks
ago,
tries to fiiure a way to stop MusMUSKIE MAULER OF THE WEEK:
kie losing streak which has reached
MIKE MURPHY; for his vicious blind side dumping of U.C. quarterback Jim four.
Ousley during 3rd quarter causing a Bearcat fumble and a resulting 12 yd. loss.
Gene Otting
•.. 'Little' Giant

-News (JOHN PAYNE) Photo

HIGHLIGHT PIA Y OF THE GAME A WARD:

BUTCH OTTING's 74 yd. punt return touchdown run through wide-open
country provided by perfect downfield blocking.

Otting 'Small Size
and defense at Elder under Coach Dick
Loechtenfeldt. When Gene was a sen·
At first glance, when he's out of ior,_~he team tied with Roger Bacon
Jnifonn, one might wonder what ever for the G.C.L. championship.
made Gene Otting decide t~ play foot·
"I'll never forget that game. We
ball. At second glance, when he's on
were undefeated and Bacon had lost
the field, one might wonder why he
only one. We lost it 8-0."
didn't think of it himself.
That same year Gene was elected
..I was about average size when I
most
valuable player.
,
played in high school," says Gene.
By DENNY KING

.. But I never got any bigger. In fact, i
might have even lost a couple of pounds
since then." Gene is S feet, 10 inches,
180 pounds. ,
Althouab Gene llad played some
In pade ldlool, hll actual decision
to pliay came when he went to Elder. "A
1ood friend or mine, Dan Daley, (wbo
later captabled tbe team) uked me II
rd tiy out with ~· rve been playln1
ever since." .

•u

When it came time for college,
Gene had plenty of offers. Among many
other schools in Ohio and Indiana, he
was sought by Ohio State and West
Point.

..I decided that I wanted to stay in
the city. So it was between Xavier and
U.C. and I chose Xavier."

Gene wun't alone in that decision.
That ume year Coach Loeebenfeldt
joined Xavier · u assistant football
-- ..--- .... """"{ ._,,.,, •• , ~.· .... -: .::.:.::!~- ~-·· ·-~-· ....
<:fe_ne played halfback in both offense coach. Ken Ktr!tY• Jim Murray, Ray
Baur and Tom Chapman were amon1
bis teammates.
)r

As a freshman Gene continued to
play both offense and defense at half·
back. ..I went up to almost 200 as a
freshman. I lost that weight quick. My
speed was suffering."
He got back down to 180, where he's
been ever since and his speed has been
invaluable in his position as defensive
back. His speed was shown in full force
with a 74-yard punt return last Saturday against U.C.

c:_A 'Paulist

{i_oes

'Porwartl

...I/Pt backJvatil.
Time never stands still - and
neither does a Paulist.
Issues are raised, conflicts ap·
pear and the world changes, but
the Paulist is always part of the
new •.• blending the best of
the old with the hope and promise of the future.
Because one of the major characteristics of the Paulist is his
, ability to cope with, and welcome, change, he's better able
to meet the needs of modern
man: he uses his own talents
to work for Christ and is given
the freedom to do so.
If you've given thought to the
priesthood, find out more about
the order that never stands still.
Write today for an )llustrated
brochure and a summary of
our recent Renewal Chapter
Guidelines.
Write to:
Vocation Director

'Pa'f!Jfthetl
Room 100
415rWest S9th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

In last seasons U.C. game he put
real pressure on one of their wide re·
ceivers. Only one pass was completed
from Greg Cook and Gene picked up
an interception.

DISTINGUISHED DESIRE A WARD:

VIC NOLTING; steady senior defensive back, playing his final U.C. game. A
performance exemplified by his dire pursuit through two lJ.C. blockers to nail
QB Ousley on an end sweep for a 6 yd. loss during 4th period action.
FLYING FICKLE FINGER OF FATE AWARD:
The five officials decked in zebra outfits who totally made a would-be spectacular Xavier victory turn into a undeserved farce of a win for Cincinnati.
MOST VALUABLE Pl.AYER AWARD:

THE ENTIRE XAVIER MUSKETEER TEAM for a hard-fought and
valiant performance that will only go down as a loss in the record books but
will always be regarded as a total victory in the more important .. Muskie
memory."

• • •
Xavier's winless record prior to the Bearcat "shocker" Saturday night
Dale Mutryn, starting senior fullback, had these comments to make, .. Maybe
-we were young arid unsure at Miami; clumsy and disappointing at Buffalo;
and a bit weak and shiftless against Kent but in all three games we definitely
lacked the sparks that would have lit a victory. We're ready-for Cincinnati,
we're ~s~ched and we'!I win!"
Xavier's performance against U.C. mighty X was neither young nor unsure,
neither clumsy nor disappointing, and neither weak nor shiftless! The Muskies
definitely had the sparks that ignited tfie flames of success-a balanced attack,
a big play, and an encouraging throng of "highflying" Muskie rooters. Xavier
was ready for Cincinnati, they were psyched, an'd they did win to this writer!

OU Outlook
Heavy losses in Ohio's front wall,
.including the three'year powerful
combo of Ken Carmon and Frank
Peters, both pro signees (Carmon with
Eagles and Peters with Jets), will be
Bill Hess' major task. Also missing
from that powerful offensive line are
All-MAC Jeff Robison at a guard and
standout tight end Phil Swindell. Gone
too is Ohio's number one blocking back
Bob Houmard (drafted by Steelers)
and placekicking specialist of the past
three years who holds most of Ohio's
kicking marks, Bill Pataki. On the plus
side, with the exception of Houmard,
the offensive skills return, headed by
QB Cleve Bryant, one of the best in
college football and the MAC's outstanding player last year, who ranked
9th in total offensive; and Todd Snyder,
Cleve's favorite target who holds all
major school receiving records as
does Bryant the passing marks; and
number one running back Dave LeVeck,
who set a single season rushing standard last fall with 850 net yards in 175
rushes for 4.9 per crack.

Simply appalling-29 total penalties and 272 total penalized yards of which
17 and 175 focused on Xavier the "most accused violaters of football rules on
the gridiron circuit."

Ohio State wiil topple Minnesota by at least 25!
(State won't be beat)
Notre Dame will gun down Army by 17!

Even though he had played his posi·
lion in both offense and defense up
until the time he joined the varsity at
Xavier, Gene knew it would be defense
from then on.
· · ' "I received a lot of help from Coach
Etier (who at that time was defensive
backfield coach)."
Since then, Gene has started with
the defensive unit and, as its smallest
member, has proved that in football
size isn't everything.

Just th~t she's mad about the refreshing taste of Coca-Cola• •
It has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things
·
go ~etter with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
Bottled under authority of The· Coca-Cola Cqmpany by:,
The Coca-Cola Bottling. Works:.Company ,<Cin~)ij'tj~;~i; '.
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AT RANDOM

Gregory X. Boehm

Throw Those Dishes

'I
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Parlor the other day and something
·
took place that was beyond belief. I
There isn't any S.D.S. on the.Xavier upon a bas1c
philosophical question:
Campus. There aren't any student dis- who defines reality, and how do 1 know felt, after I left, that something .of
·
bl
turbances. And we've all considered he 1s capa e of defining it? Perhaps tragic importance had J'ust happe·ned
. .
and somehow I had to bring it to the
the reasons why there is this absence t he question
1s never answered. Hopeof an internationally common occur- fully it will always be asked. If a attention of the public. And who better
rence. "There's no need for S.D.S. college education is a mere trans- than the public at Xavier University?
.
Surely once this injustice is brought
There's good rapport among students, mission
of knowledge. not concerned
faculty, and administrators." It's been with investigation and creative learn- to the attention of the people of Xavier
.
h
h
something will be done about ·it!
said. "The student council is doing mg,
t en t e _question can never be
such an adequate job of proposing con- asked. If we aren't feeling the frustraI was at the counter eating a bowl
structive legislature, that the students lion that. the infamous S.D.S. is feeling of chili and smoking my side order of
are satiated before there's a chance of over the st~tic concept of reality (work, Mary Jane when a guy walked in dressed
frustration." Or even, "Xavier is a study, get ahead, kill), then we are like a real "Calhoun street freak, longC'atholic ampus, well versed in the simply not feeling. We are insensitive hair, beard and hippie-type clothes."
Christian ethic of non-violence; this to the purpose of education. We are He siddled up to the counter and asked
is in direct opposition with' DS.D.S. insensitive to life.
for the usual. The "waitress" behind
tactics."
It's every man that feels depres- the counter knew him because he had
Wrong. False. None of the above. sion, but it's not every man who dissi- been hanging around for about a month
It's hard to explain, but we've given pates it by beating his wife. One man or so. Well along comes a kid about
some pretty optimistic explanations. might drink his depression away, nineteen or twenty, obviously high on
It's even harder to accept our explan- another might throw dishes against the "something" and just muttering underations.
wall, and perhaps a third man will con- neath his breath, "OH WOW, OH
Ira Magaziner, 1969 valedictorian lain himself long enough to search a WOW!" Immediately the guy next to
of Brown University in Massachusetts, rational cure for his depression. S.D.S. me jumped up and handcuffed him and
said that he was graduating into a world has thrown a lot of dishes against the said, for all lo hear, "I arrest you in
whose concept of reality was dramatic- wall-dishes that weren't theirs. And the name of the law and the city of Cinally contradictory of his own: 1 cannot because they've destroyed this prop- cinnati, for eating too much chili in
perceive war as a realistic, incorri- ert~, (cardinal sin in capitalistic . this pl_ace of ill repute."
gible answer to the disagreement of '~ociety),. we brand th~m atheists,
Well, we were all pretty much
ideologies. I cannot perceive that immorahsts, and anarchists. But we amazed and I asked the officer if he
thousands of ghettoes are a healthy n~ver call them wha.t they. are:. bad wanted to bus all of us for eating the
life-style for millions of Americans.· diplomats. And that s their failure. chili, but he declined, thanking us
Napalming villages and maiming cut- But who's 3 . good diplomat in the face saying, "This weird chili freak comes
here all the time. He's a pusher, sells
tures do not coincide with my view of of so many issues?
Is this an explanation for Xavier's the chili in cartons to the rest of the
reality.
Mr. Magaziner, as spokesman for calm? Good Diplomats? Contained in- neighborhood, and he's even tried to
countless concerned humans, touched dividuals? Are we feeling the frustra- sell it to me!"
I stood there wild eyed and indelion of static reality? Do we have anyone who wishes to throw a dish?
cisive until a plan of action set upon
my fevered brain. I ran out into the
street screaming, "Chili Bus, Chili
Bust", and was immediately "arrested
handcuffed, and I said I don't think I
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL
can write the column with these hand4815 Tower Ave.
;cuffs on," and the cop said shut up or
8:30 to 12:30 A. M.
else he would personally seize my
Featuring Popular Bands and Entertainment
stash that was concealed at home in
the refrigerator. WOW! That really
scared me and I began to deny everything-myself, my religion, my love
for chili-everything. He bought my

SUNDAY NIGHT DANCES

by DANIFL KANE

saner and wiser man, although just a
bit hungry.
The next day I read in Cincinnati's
answer to the New York Ti'mes, the
Enquirer, about how the police were
so proud of their tactics in the ORFA T
CINCINNATI CHILI BUST, and
how it was the biggest thing that had
happened in Cincinnati Chili History.
Everyone was proud of everyone else,
and especially the underground chili
cop who made the contacts and who
initiated the bust. The only good feeling
I got out of it was the fact that the cops
admitted that the freak population had
gotten "wind'r' of the situation and that
they were expecting a bust to happen
sometime soon. No one told me that
the way they were going to combat this
was to all go to the Empress Chili
Parlor a .few streets over. No one
was busted over there, I guess 'they
were just after· the real hard users.
And they were all over at Gold Star.
WOW!
So I was part of the GRFAT
CINCINNATI CHILI BUST, and all
I can say is that I am glad rm not
going lo get ten to twenty for using

bad trip. Probably the only reason
I didn't get busted was because I just
eat the stuff, I don't ~ainline it, or
smoke it, or pop it, or sniff it,or .•.

University of Wisconsin presents

UNIVERSITY SINGERS
A Mixed Chorus of 32 Singers·
including 14 instrumentalists
Featuring:
• folk· songs
•, showtunes
• dixieland jazz
• country music
• ballads
• old nandards
• current pop,

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 8 P.M ..
CINCINNATI CONVENTION .HALL

i-----------------------------"'!

Tickets available at door.
Students $2.00·
"The fineat g1oup I've heatd in a
long time" - Andy Williams

"ONE OF THE 8EST
FILMS ABOUT YOUNG
PEOPLE EVER MADEi"
-TIME MAGAZINE

We'd really like

One belt is the lightly
·shaped Norfolk,
in English corduroy lined
with wool. Or in wool
twills lined with Orton*
pile. 36 to 46. $00.

The other· belt is the
bush coat, also shaped,
in pure wool plaids, or pure
wool twills, with two bellows
and two muff pockets. S,M,L,XL.

Unlined SOO. Orlon piled·lined $00.
P.S. The belt detaches for those who'd
rather not be be.lted constantly•.

when the heads el all n1dea1 llieet

......~ARLD GUTHRIE
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY,

provide, though they are aware of its
importance and suspicious of its existence.

Prevailing Wind

My point is simple: an astrological
prediction is no more than a loop-hplestrung suggestion as to what could well
happen. Marguerite Carter in no way
stuck her neck out when she predicted
; _ 1

Pare Seven

Xavier Student Volunteer Services Directory

In closing, today's reading from
Scorpio, the constellation governing
my birthdate, indicates that "Criticism must: be laced with tact if it is to
.
.
.
, accomplish what you wish." If I were
a dra~llc change m ~~e Sovie~ .system a believer, I may have reverently
re~u.Itmg from a .cntical declSl~n . by consulted this before writing this
Nikita Kruschev m the early sixties. article which indeed views. the entire
Up~~ consideratio~ .~f the premier's racket' quite unfavorably. Assorted
position of resp.o.nsibihty'. one can. see mystics, schizos, and Mrs. Robinsons
that .the probability of this happening, may still have a life. But being quite
was mdeed enormous due to the num- sure that the stars did not anticipate
ber of areas in which a major decision my opinions and consequently render
was pending.
such a statement in a last-ditch effort
The soothsayer's inability to satis- at self-defense, I will ascribe such
factorily explain his "errors'', which pseudo-relevance to coincidence and
occur by the thousands in more graphic remain standing in the ranks of those
pronouncements, confounds me. It who express too much confidence in
seems he recognizes no intellectual the human free-will and reason to be
obligation to absorb all his babblings bothered by the celestial stick-figures
into zhe normative context he advo- who wander through the ethereal
· cates. This he must indeed do if he is vacuum unconcerned about what is
to retain any visible logic or symmetry happening some distance below.
in his alleged discipline.
In addition to the problems arising
from vagueness and flexibility of interpretation, the astrologer claims an
exclusive and irritating right to secondguess himself, ie.e., provide an ex
post facto rationale for any awry
divination. Thus it is impossible for
him to be categorically wrong: the
difficulty arises with the impartial
listener who merely misinterpreted
his statement, conveniently reducing
the uncertainty to a matter of semantics rather than verity.

Mark E. Meany

One dubious institution on the increment in modC'rn socity is astrology.
I use the word "institution" because
all efforts to classify it as religion,
science, or hodge-podge have failed.
The mere fact of its prominence warrants some additional scrutiny of its
aims and methodology; however, my
perso.nal motives· here derive from the
star-gazer's apparent efforts to devaluate the God-concept, and my spite
for his boldly unscientific outlook.
I say "unscientific" because these
multiple-variable sentences the astrologi:r's are generally little more than
concise, pleasant norms of caution,
cheer, and co.unsel which invariably
turn out to be true. For example: "You
can be the peacemaker on your employment scene if you make up your mind
to it." This statement says absolutely
nothing because it can be applied to
almost any individual case; it merely
strenghtens what someone already
knows. Astrology's attempt to limit
the import of its messages to certain
type-characters· according to their
birthdays is farcical. Thi~ brings to
mind a neighbor who. recently became
addicted to the fad. After solemnly
rendering me Scorpio, my sign of the
zodiac and alleged type-character, she
easily forced her Taurus, and site
affirmed the accuracy of the prediction
contained therein. I enjoyed her chagrin when I revealed that I had not read
her Aries, the actual sign which pertains to her, proving that Taurus is,
indeed, a·lot of bull.
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Now that they have proven rather
conclusively that no one ever benefitted from a single astrological prediction, ps~c~~~ogist h~ve explored
many poss1b1ht1es pertment to the
reason for the cult's appeal. But interestingly enough, they conclude that
its proselytes as a whole are troubled
troubled by an immaturity-generated
insecurity. This forces them to look
. elsewhere for the additional stimulusfor-activity they themselves cannot

Longview ·- recreational work with youngsters (ages 8-15)
at Longview State Mental Hospital. Wednesday and Sunday
afternoon for about two hours each afternoon.
Brighton Street - recreational work as a staff member of a
teen center, the Brighton Street Bible Center, in an Appalachian section of Covington. A couple of evenings a week,
about 7-9 p.m.
Appalachia - weekends of work, field trips, and discussion
in the Appalachian mountains of eastern Kentucky, directed
by PACE, Inc., a permanent volunteer organization centered in Allen, Kentucky. Weekends scheduled for Oct.
24-26, Nov. 21-23, and Dec. 19-21. Work on other weekends
in other areas of Appalachia.
Big Brother - individualized recreational work with young
boys from the Basin area of downtown Cincinnati or from the
West End, Millvale, or Avondale. Once or twice a week for
several hours.
Millvale - staffing a study hall or a teen center, or (amily
visiting in. black housing development near Price Hill.
Twice a week, including Saturday, for several hours.
Off-Campus Tutoring - tutoring grade school and high school
slow learners in the immediate area. Work in the afternoon
for grade school, most probably;· and in the afternoon and
evenings for high school, 3-5 hours a week. Possible
catechism wotk.
,.
On-ca.._pus Tutoring - individualized help for X.U. students
by X. U. students. Program operated in cooperation with
Mr. Gerry Hair, academic counsellor. Set your own hours.
Any subject.
Genenl Educational Development - tutoring help for high
·
school dropouts who are preparing on their own for the
MY ,,,.,., ,_,.,,.. . ICll - - L - . ! l i l
State High School Equivalency Test. Work done at office
SNf• t» .PfSM llt• ~ 1-KW
and classroom 'in Joseph Building. Mr. Wes Turner, 3-6
hours weekly.
P1.11ce ltl'ff9' 1M 1NtU
Camp Stepping Stones - recreational work with physically
~D •It• 1'111 ...., .........
handicapped in cooperation with Red Cross. Including drivers.
1s S+ea.1. V•llY d1ca A..
Children's Home - tutoring students who attend junior and
H~N._ 1Va. fie 8'1111 Lt#' A
senior high school, mainly at Withrow - located on Madison
,,.... f&MC'
Tiie••
Road.
~
t4o
Woodward High Schoof- V.O.W. - classroom aides, tutors,
help on field trips, work in close cooperation with other
volunteers at Woodward High School.
111s~1 11W, C.s1 NI
.Discovery - religious instruction program for high school
WAHrnt"""· 1-r1•
students attending public high schools. Discussion method
generally used. On campus Sunday afternoons. Every two
weeks.
Transportation can always be provided if needed.
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DUFF'S
33& CALHOUN
881-834&

FREE

·TRESLER COMET
DANCING NIGHTLY ~ILL 2:30 A.M.

Bengals Souvenir

fl'l!iWSCDLI TMJnMS LICU'i\f arUTE UTTLE l\IWllSEi\

12 oz. Tumbler
With 10 pl. <ias
Purchase.

KEG NIGHT
TUF.SDAY
oo·youR THING AT
DUFF'S

Dana Ave. Comet
-- 1711 Dana Ave.
This exclusive offer
expires Oct. 31

GOOD FOOD It FUN ANYTIME

verybody but us ..

----....-------------.
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Whehabeer
would fade.good
make if-a f4-K ... the most
enJOYab'e fade in beer ~yl
@1969 THE HUDEPDHL BREWING COMPANY. Of CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Wasserman
605 Race Street
Jewelers ·for one generation. Yours .
!- ~ - - - - .. - ........ - ....................... - .... •.--................... - - .. - - - . -- ........... - ................. - ....
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Pa1e Ei1ht

ACULTY ·COLUMN

The Wide, Wild Wor.ld
Of New Film Is Coming

ls Xavier Racist?

Rev. Peter Carey, S.J.
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Of late it has become somewhat
commonplace io refer to Xavier as a
community-of faculty, students, and
administrators. Whatever the reality
of the concept as applied currently to
Xavier, the term can be misleading,
for it obscures the fact that Xavier
· also it, or should be, an integral subcommunity of the larger EvanstonAvondale community. One might question whether Xavier regards itself as
~ genuine sub-c~mmunity of the Evanston-Avondale area. Perhaps it would
be more accurate to assert that Xavier's
self-concept
1•is-a-1•is
its
neighbors more closely resembles that
of West Berlin's view of its position
in East Germany: surrounded, beleagured and threatened by possible violence from every side, and dependent
for its safety and survival on the police
forces of the United States.

who has accidentally found himself
among students talking disparagingly
of "those black SOB's up the street."
Ask the black student who has overheard a faculty member speaking of
him in good George Wallace fashion.
Ask the Jesuit whose only apparent
worry about the Schott Building is that
it may be too visible a target for "them"
to shoot at. Is Xavier racist? Listen,
in the cafeteria, in the residence halls,
in the faculty dining room, to the way
"we" speak of "them."
Is Xavier a racist institution and/ or
community? Let us ask ourselves what
significant contribution we as an institution have made to the EvanstonAvondale area, to help all of us build
a genuinely Christian community in
this neighborhood.

Mr. Blackwell has said: "There
must be community-university comOne might also ask how the Evar
unication." Hence the AAA. has
ton-Avondale community views
roposed an office of Community Relaneighbor, the Xavier community: as a tions. This would seem an essential
vital, integral, and concerned part of step toward committing Xavier tt the
the whole? Or as an uncommitted, whole community. For Xavier will not
racist, and cancerous cell in the midst
of the Evanston-Avondale body-politic?
I suspect the latter view comes the
closer to the truth. Indeed, Mr. John K.
Blackwell, the President of the AfroAmerican Association, in giving reasons for the black students' demands
has said: "The present view of Xavier
University in the community is negative. Xavier is viewed as an institution
of racist education, where Whites come
to learn and upon graduating begin to
exploi1 the very same people- who's
community they were taught in." Further, Mr. Blackwell has referred to the
relationship between Xavier and the
black community as "non-existent."
I have no quarrel with that assessment
(although one might say that even disinterest and racism are relationships
of a sort). Indeed, highly qualif!ed
sources close to the Evanston-Avondale scene substantiate Mr. Blackwell's judgments.

be so committed, nor will its racist
attitudes subside, by providing scholarships to black students, or by instituting a Black Studies Program or
a summer enrichment program, or by
having white students tutor black students in the ghetto.
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First U.S. showings of the
world's most outstanding
creative short films ... black
comedy and drama of the
absurd ... continental wit
and lyrical humanism ...
animation and collage
· graphics ... electronic
color and surreal sound ...
science-fiction and
documentary realism.

The Xavier community must learn
to experience the suffering, the poverty, and the discrimination in the
black community; it must learn what
the black man in our neighborhood
thinks, feels, and says; it must listen
to him; it must ask him what he wants
us to do-it can no longer come in and
tell the community what will be done
for them.
An office and Director of Community Relations, sincerely conceived
and implemented, can devise humane
means so that the Xavier community
could become sensitized by· learning
through listening, and then be capable
of assisting in building a genuine
neighborhood community. Perhaps
then we shall no longer speak of the
surrounding neighborhood.

The Burgundy Street
Singers were just .

10 unknowns from

Should we white members of the
Xavier community be surprised at such
an indictment? Not if we have read and
understood the · basic themes of the
Kerner Commission Report, which has
stated that: "White racism is essentially responsible for the explosive
misture which has been. accumulating
in our cities since the end of World
War II," and that: "What white Americans have never fully understood-but
what the Negro can never forget-is
that white society is deeply implicated
in the ghetto. White institutions created
it, white institutions maintain it, and
white society condones it."
Is Xavier a racist community? Ask
the black student who has received
"nigger notes" under his door, warning him not to dare dance with a white
girl at the next mixer. Ask the black,
but unrecognized as such, freshman

Then they entered

the Intercollegiate
Music Festival.
The Burgundy Street Sihgers performed as regulars this
summer on CBS-TVs Jimmie Rodgers Show and are now under
contract to Budweiser. From Kansas State University
students ... to professional ente~ers in one year!
enter nowt
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STEAKHOUSE
*°°k-trMENU -k°k.f:r
Special Cut Char-Broilecil

• Sirloin St11k
• Idaho Baked Potato
Chef'• Cri1p Garden

Sign up now for the 1970
Intercollegiate Music
_Festival ... it could be
the start of a new .career
in show business for you!
Competition is open to ,
vocalists, vocal groups
and instrumental groups
... in two musical
categories: Folk and Pop.

REGIONAL COMPETITIONS:
Villanova, Pennsylvania;
·Tampa, 141orida; Edwardsville,
Illinois; Austin, Texas;
Reno, Nevada; Northridge,
California.
For entry .forms and complete
information on how to submit
tapes and photos, write: I~M.F.,
Box 1275, Leesburg, Florida 32748.

• Salad Bowl Dr111ln1
:~::::"a
Garlic
French Rell

$179

ROSELAWM
71DD llHdlns lld.

NORTHUM KY,
4211 Dllit Hwy.

CHERRY GROVE
1567 ltthmont ~.-..
WOODLAWN
Sprincfleld Pike

10596

MONFORT HEIGHTS
North Bend I. Cheviot Adt.

Sponsored by

Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS.

ANHEUSER·BUSCH, INC_._ • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES • TAMPA • HOIJ.STON • COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE ·
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